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The Three Customers: Your Customer, Your 
Boss, and YOU
The Core of Lean: Fighting Waste





No Meetings and Less Documentation 
20% to 30% of  documents 
produced are never read by 
anyone.
Art of  documentation: decide 
what to include, what makes 
sense, what brings value 
Adapt the Method
“If  a methodology is 
imposed to you, your first 
move is to strip from it 
everything not needed for 
your particular project”
Use and Abuse Checklists 
• One checklist for one 
purpose/situation
• A checklist is not exhaustive: it 
should only contain key points
• It is short (8-10 items)
• It is tested and tested and tested 
• It is developed as a team and shared 
for feedback
“A good checklist does not switch off the brain, it just allows to focus on important 
things”
Measure Well
• Choose what and how to measure.
• Decide what the normality is.
• Make a measure you can trust.
• Decide whether you need to take 
corrective action or not.
Report or NOT
“Pull reporting” – let customers pull 
whatever info they need from the data 
generated by the project team.
Fail (and Learn from It)
Kanban is Japanese for 
“sign” or “billboard.”
• In the 1940’s, Toyota developed Kanban as a way of  
improving their manufacturing efficiency
• Method is an important tool for managing workflow and 
measuring outcomes – not just for manufacturing!
• Use visual organization to design a process that works 
for you – the key is to limit “in progress” items
• Use a physical white board OR www.kanbanflow.com
• Digital Board wastes less paper, saves space, and is 
always accessible from any device
• Simplest Kanban board consists of  three columns:
1. “To-Do”




• Drag & Drop in 4 Columns
• Create with 4 Colors
• Responsible (Collaborate)
• Description/Notes 
• Dates & Deadlines
• Recurring Tasks
• Subtasks (Check boxes)
• Scroll Back in Time







KanbanFlow has a built in Pomodoro timer that allows 
you to track the time you are spending on tasks. 
• Developed by Francesco Cirillo in the 1980s
• Popular technique encourages full focus on a specific task 
for 25 minutes at a time
• Rewarding yourself  in between each stretch of  25 minutes
• In theory, if  you keep your focus for a certain period of  time, 
you will get more accomplished faster
This short video illustrates the technique very well: 
http://cirillocompany.de/pages/pomodoro-technique
Any 
Questions?
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